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5.5 Security visibility and configurability

5.5.1 Visibility

Although in general the security features should be transparent to the user, for certain events
and according to the user’s concern, greater some user visibility of the operation of security
features should be provided. This yields to a number of. The following features that inform the
user of security-related events, such asshall be implemented:

- indication of access network encryption: the property that the user is informed whether the
confidentiality of user data is protected on the radio access link, in particular when non-ciphered
calls are set-up;

- indication of network-wide encryption: the property that the user is informed whether the
confidentiality of user data is protected along the entire communication path, subject to this
option having been implemented on the UE;

-     indication of the level of security: the property that the user is informed on the level of security
that is provided by the visited network, in particular when a user is handed over or roams into a
network with lower security level (3G Æ 2G).

5.5.2 Configurability

Configurability is the property that that the user and the user’s HE can configure whether the
use or the provision of a service should depend on whether a security feature is in operation.
A service can only be used if all security features, which are relevant to that service and
which are required by the configurations of the user or of the user’s HE, are in operation. The
following configurability features are suggestedshall be implemented:

- Enabling/disabling user-USIM authentication: the user in general and/ theor user’s HE  for some
events, services or use,  should be able to control the operation of user-USIM authentication,
e.g., for some events, services or use.

- Accepting/Rejecting incoming non-ciphered calls: the user, and/orpossibly via the user’s HE
should be able to control whether the user accepts or rejects incoming non-ciphered calls;

-     Setting up or not setting-up non-ciphered calls: the user and/or user’s HE should be able to
control whether the user sets up connections when ciphering is not enabled by the network;

-            Accepting/rejecting the use of certain ciphering algorithms: the user and/or user’s HE
should be able to control


